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AT THE 

ABSTRACT. Certa in aspects of the Aow o f glaciers suggest that molecular adh es ion contributes to basal 
friction of glaciers sliding a t speeds below those of surging glac ie rs. Laboratory experiments indica te that 
this will only occur if some part of the ice- rock contact is "cold ", that is below th e p ressure melting p oint 
(p .m.p. ), a few tenths of a degree being sufficient. F ield eviden ce is scanty, but suggests that such cold 
patches may ex ist a t the base of a temperate glacier. 

Discussion of pressure-melting within the b asal ice mass, as distinc t from processes a t the ice-rock contact, 
indicate that excess water is formed in zones of high-pressure ice up-stream of obstacles. If this water is 
squeezed out of the ice by the pressure, we h ave a simple hea t pump that will tend to cool the basal ice. 
The ice will wa rm aga in as the resul t o f therma l conduction and internal fri c tion, but before reaching the 
p.m.p. it can produce "cold" patches of the ice- rock contact, ro ughly estimated to be fro m 0 .1 to 1. 0 m in 
extent. 

Another facto r that could cause interm ittent cold patches at the ice- rock in terface a rises from changes of 
basa l water pressures with time beneath a g lac ier . ]f a major part of the weigh t o f a g lacier is supported by 
a thin wa ter fi lm a t a relatively low pressure a nd by a sma ll proportion of water fi lm in which pressures a re 
high, then over a la rge area the water pressures must balance the weigh t of ice. If however the pressure in 
the low-pressure film rises, the smaller high-pressure areas of stress concentration wi ll suffer a proportionately 
grea te r decrease of pressurc to maintain the tota l balance be tween pressure and weight. If changes take 
place rap idl y, in a matte r of hours, then in a reas of stress concentration of the o rder of a metre o r more 
ac ross, the water film will freeze to the bed as stresses a re re lieved . T his could cause stick- sli p motion in a 
temperate glacier. 

Pressure- tempera ture effects at the ice- rock interface ca n help to expla in certa in features of g lacia l 
erosion, such as intense g rinding on th e top surface of a roche mOlltollluie a nd p lucking on the down-stream side. 

R ESUME. La glace d'llll glacier tempirtf est-elle {Ill point deJusioll correspolldant cl la pressioll le long du lit rocheux? 
Certa ins aspects de I'ecoulement des g lac iers suggerent que I'adhes ion molecula ire contribue au fi'o lement 
sur le socle de glaciers g lissan ts it des vitesses infe ri eures it celles des glaciers en c rue ra pide. Des experi e nces 
de laboratoire indiquent que cce i n 'a rrivera que si une pa rti e du contact glace- roch er es t " froid ", c'e t-a-dire 
en-dessous d u point d e fusion eorrespondant it la pression (p.m.p. ), quelques dixi em es d e d egre etant suffisants. 
Les preuves materielles sont peu nombreuses sur le terrain, mais e llcs suggerent q u e d e tell es trainees fro ides 
peuvent exister it la base d ' un glac ier tempere. 

Une discussion sur le point de fusion selon la press ion a I' inte ri eur de la masse de la glace de base, q ui 
es t a distinguer des phenomenes au contact g lace- rocher, indique que- de I'eau en exces se form e dans les 
zones d e g lace it h a ute press ion, it I'a mont d es obs tacles. Si celle eau es t evacuee hors de la glace par la 
press ion, nous avons une simple pompe a cha leur q ui tend a refroidir la glace du fond . La glace va se 
rechauffer it nou vea u par cond uction thermiquc et fri ction inte r ne, mais avant d 'a tteindre le p.m.p., el le 
peut p rod uire des trainees froidcs au contact g lace- rocher, dont on peu es timer g ross ierement la la rgeur 
e n tre 0, I e t J ,0 In. 

U n a utre facteur qui pourrai l provoquer pa r intcrmittence cles trainees froid es a I' inte rface glace- roch er, 
decoule des changements d e press ion avec le temps dans I'eau sous un glacier. S i une majeure pa nie du 
poids du g lacier est supportee par un mince film d' eau, it une p ress ion relativemcnt basse, et pa r une pe tite 
proportion d 'un film d 'eau it hautc p ress ion, a lo rs sur une grande surface la press ion d e l'eau doit eq uilibrer 
le p o ids de la glace . Mais si la pression dans le fi lm liqu ide a faib le press ion vient a a ugmenter, les surfaces 
plus red uites it hau te pression par concentration des eAorts, dev ront subir une ba isse de pression proportion
nellement p lus grande pour maintenir I'equilibrc global entre la p ress ion totale et le poids du glacier. Si ces 
cha ngem ents se produisen t rap idement, en un tcmps qui s'es time en qLlelques heUl·es. a lors, dans les sec teurs 
de concentration des contra intes, d' une la rgeur de l'OI'dre du met re OLl plus, le fi lm liquide va regele r en 
adherent a u roc lorsq ue les efforts subis se re lachenl. Ce m ecanisme peut entraine r un mOll\'ement de 
g lissement avec glace ad heren tc, dans un g lacier tempere. 

L es effets de la pression e t de la tempera ture a I' interface glac rocher, peuvent tenter d 'expliquer certa ins 
caracteres de I'erosion g lacia ire, tels que le broyage intense sur la surface d'une roch e moutonnee etl'arrach age 
d e blocs sur le co te a val. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Befilldet sic/I. das Eis am Grllllde eilles temperierten Gletsclzers mu dem DruckschmelZjJ1lllkt? 
Gewisse Anzeichen legen die Vermutung nahe, dass beim G le tsche rAiessen die m olekula re Adhas ion e inen 
Beitrag zur R eibung am Unte rgrund von soleh en Gletschern li e fe rt, di e mit einer ger ingeren Geschwincl ig ke it 
g le iten a ls a usbrechende G letscher. L a borversuch e zeigen, dass dies nur dann der Fall ist, wenn ein T eil d el' 
Kontaktzone zwischen Eis und Fels " ka lt" is!, d. h. unterha lb des Druckschmelzpunktes (DSP), wobei 
wen ige Z chntelgrade be re its genugen. Beobach tingen daruber sind karglich , doch sti.itzen sie di e Anna hme, 
es konnten kalte Stell en am Untergrund eines temperierten G le tschers auftreten. 

Die UntersLlchung d e l' Druckschmclze innerhalb der Eismasse a m Untcrgrund, die wohl zu untersch e id en 
ist von den Vorgangen in de r Beruh rzone von E is unci Fels, zeigt, dass uberschLiss iges Wasser in Zonen 
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hochkompress iven Eises oberhalb von Hindernissen a uftritl. Wenn di e-ses W asser dureh Druek aus dem E is 
gepress t, wird, h a ben wir eine einfache VVarmepumpe, die eine Kiihlung d es E ises am Untergrund bewirkt. 
Das Eis wird sieh infolge d el' VVa rmeleitung und inn eren R eibung w ied er erwa rmcn bevor es j edoeh den 
DSP wied er erreieht, kbnnen " kalte" Stellen im K o ntaktbereieh von E is u nd Fels entsteh en , d eren Ausmass 
sieh grob a uf 0 , I m bis 1,0 m seh a tzen lass t. 

Ein wei.te rer Grund fur d as Auftreten kalter Stellen a n del' GrenzAach e zwischen Eis und Fels liegt in del' 
zeitliehen Anderung des VVasserd ruckes unter e inem Gle tseher. VVenn ein Grossteil des Gle tsehergewiehtcs 
von einem dunnen Wasserfilm unter rel a ti v geringem Druek und einem nul' kl einen Anteil von VVasserfi lm 
unter h ohem Druek getragen wird , dann muss del' VVasserclruek liber e ine n weiten Bereich d em Eisgewich t 
die \'Vaage h a lten. Wenn j edoch d e l' Druek in d em Film mit niedrigem Druek ansteigt, dann tritt in den 
kleineren H ochdruekzonen mit Spannungskonzentration ein verha ltnissm as3ig grbsserer Druekabfa ll zur 
Aufreehterhaltung des gesamten G leiehgewichtes zwischen Druck un d Gewieht ein. F inden so lehe Sehwa nk
ungen sehnell , innerhalb von Stunden, sta tt, cla nn w ird del' Wasserfilm in G ebieten mit Spannungskonzentra
lion von d el' Grbssenordnung ein es M eters odeI' m ehr an den Unterg rund a nfrieren, wenn die Spannung 
nachlass t. Dies konnte 7. U rucka rtigen Bewegungen in einem temperierten G letseher flihren. 

VVirkungen von Druek unci Tem peratur a n d el' GrenzAaehe zwische n Eis und Fels kbnnen zur Deutung 
gewisser Erseh einungen del' glazia len Erosion h era ngezogen werden, e twa del' kra ftigen Schliffe auf den 
Kuppen von Felsbuekeln (Toche moutollnee ) und de l' Ausbruehe an den stroma bgewandten Flanken. 

I NTROD UCTION 

A temperate glacier was defined by Ahlmann (1935) as one in which ice below the level 
affected by seasonal fluctuations was at the pressure-melting point (p.m .p .) . However , 
extensive use of bore holes for the study of glaciers has shown that water in some bore holes 
slowly freezes even though the glaciers are believed to be temperate. Certain aspects of this 
problem have been studied and discussed by Harrison (1972) . 

The present paper raises a similar question in relation to the basal layers of ice in a tem
perate glacier. The usual assumption is that the basal ice in such glaciers is separated from 
bedrock by a continuous thin film of water, and this assumption plays a major role in theories 
of the sliding of glaciers. It implies that pressure at the water film is normal to the ice- rock 
interface and that no shearing takes place as a result of adhesion between ice and rock. 
However, consideration of field data by Budd (personal communication, to be published) 
suggests that such adhesion is present when glaciers are sliding at relatively low speeds, but 
that this adhesion ceases at the higher velocities of sliding associated with surging glaciers. 
In the context of the present symposium I propose to discuss temperature factors as a possible 
cause of molecular adhesion between ice and bedrock. 

W eertman's well known theory of glacier sliding (1957; 1964) and papers on sliding by 
Kamb and LaChapelle (1964), Lliboutry (1964- 65; 1968), Nye (1969), and Kamb (1970) all 
deal with pressure melting and regelation processes but do not introduce the concept of mole
cular adhesion. 

The role of adhesion during the sliding of ice over various solids has been studied in the 
laboratory in Cambridge, England, over some years and reported by Barnes and others 
(197 I ) , following the earlier work on adhesion of Raraty and Tabor (1958) . Other processes 
of importance to our understanding of the sliding of glaciers, including the rapid increase in 
deformation rate when pressures rise above the pressure melting point, were described by 
Barnes and Tabor (1966, 1968) . However, no reference to these papers is made in any of the 
theoretical papers on sliding m entioned so far . In fairness it must be pointed out that on 
occasion Lliboutry has drawn attention to the lack of adequate theoretical treatment of 
variations in the flow properties of ice in the presence of appreciable quantities of melt water. 
Nye (1973) has also discussed som e paradoxes met in regelation theory, especially in relation 
to boundary conditions and h eat flow. 

It is hoped that discussion of temperature effects in this paper will cause theoreticians to 
pause in developing more complex mathematical models of sliding in order to study whether 
or not the assumptions on which their theories are based involve an adequate d escription of 
conditions and processes in the basal layers of glaciers. This paper deals specifically with the 
possibility that adhesion at the ice- rock interface could be significant, as well as considering 
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some associated problem s of heat flow. One referee has drawn attention to the role of im 
purities as " They migh t be a dominant cause of cold patch es where adhesion could occur". 
This suggestion, as well a s other ideas, warrants further inves tigation. The changing physical 
properties of a parcel of ice as it moves through variations in the pressure and temperatu re 
fi eld around a bedrock irregularity also require further consideration, which migh t be helped 
by the discussion of temperature factors in this paper. Apart from these gen eral points which 
are relevant to all the theore tica l papers quoted above, at tention will only be drawn to aspec ts 
of these earlier papers which differ from- or are relevant to- the discussion in th is paper. 

Laboratory studies by Barnes and others ( 197 I) on the fri c tion of polycrystalline ice sliding 
on a smooth granite surface show how the fr iction varies with temperature and the velocity of 
sliding (F ig . I ) . The flat contact region between the ice and granite was a bout 5 to 10 mm 
in diameter and the loads were from 3 10 to I 180 . These a re similar to mean loading on 
the base of a glacier from 400 to 5000 m thick, or to the higher loading on locally high areas 
of the glacier bed in glaciers of the order of one-tenth those thicknesses, if the stresses are 
concentrated by a factor of about ten on such areas. I n the experiments of Barnes and others 
it was shown that their " p loughing" term was small. In a glacier, one cannot eliminate the 
" ploughing" or deformation term due to th e irregular shape of the bedrock ben eath a glacier. 
Figure 1 provides informa tion only on the " non-ploughing" componen t of friction, which 
these experiments show is primarily due to adhesion between ice and rock. However, Raraty 
and T a bor (1958) showed that the adhesion of ice to clean surfaces increased linearly wi th 
lowering of temperature ben ea th the melting point. Therefore, if we are to apply the resul ts 
of Barnes a nd others to temperate glaciers, we must show th at a small percentage of the area 
of the ice- rock contact ben ea th such glaciers is below the pressure melting point, preferably 
by a few ten ths of a degree Celsius. 

1·0 
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o~~~~o~~~==~~~ 
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of non- surging speed 
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Fig. I. Friction of polycr),stalline ice sliding on granite at various temperatures from B anus and others (1971) with addition 
of arrow indicating a/J/JI"Oxi1l1a te up/ler limit to speed of glaciers before drol) in basal fric tion leads to surge-type flow. 
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FIELD EVIDENCE 

Owing to considerable technical difficulty (due to the environment) there appears to be 
a comple te lack of direct measurements of ice temperatures close to th e ice- rock contact 
beneath a temperate glacier. Even if direct m easurements are made, they will sti ll be difficult 
to interpre t u n less we a lso know the pressure-m elting temperature at the same point, possibly 
by m easurem ent of the hydrostatic pressure. Perhaps discussions fo llowing this paper will 
stimulate someone to make such measurements. In the m eantime we must look at indirect 
evidence. 

Some measurements of air temperatures in natural tunnels beneath glaciers are available . 
Theakstone (1967) reported that air temperatures in a tunnel beneath 50 m of ice near the 
margin of 0 sterdalsisen in Norway remained almost constant at - 1 .0De except during 
periods of rain which produced warming due to an increased amount of water entering the 
tunnel from outside. Nevertheless, on occasion a fi lm of water was seen to trickle down from 
the ice- rock contact above the rock step that formed the tunnel. Vivian and Bocquet (1973, 
p. 441 ) reported air temperatures which vary a li ttle around + 0.5DC in the tunnels they 
stud ied beneath the Glacier d'Argentiere whi le the rock is coated discontinuously with ice. 
They reported (p. 443) that the vault carried " ice effiorescences following on the phenomena 
of decompression on the ice- air interface" (Kamb and LaChapell e (1964) a lso described 
this) . Vivian and Bocque t 's figure 4 a lso shows the slow freezing of water pockets formed 
down-stream of rocks carried in the ice as they moved across the tunnel. It seems clear that 
the ice roof of natural subglacial caverns is often below melting point a t atmospheric pressure, 
a depression of about I DC being sugges ted . C learly these temperatures result from the lower 
melting point of ice under stress up-stream of the tunnel. 

A valuable and frequentl y quoted se t of observations are those of Carol (1947) who was 
able to penetrate natural ca vities around a roclze moulonnee under some 50 m of ice of the Ober 
Grindelwaldgletscher. R eferring to ice up-stream of the obstacle, at heights estimated from 
his figure 8 to be up to 70 cm above the bedrock, he wrote: " It was not surprising to find that 
water exuded from countless capillari es and that pieces of ice hacked out had almost the 
consistency of cheese" , whereas he referred to ice on the lee side of the obstruction as rigid . 

Apart from Carol's observations, one can only deduce the th ickn ess of the layer in which 
appreciable m elting takes p lace wi thin the ice if one assumes that this is the same as the thick
ness of the basal layer of cl ear ice or "sole" of a glacier, as suggested by Barnes and Robin 
(1966) . The thickness of this layer was 30 cm beneath a c irque glacier (V esl-Skautbreen ) 
in Norway, 50 cm beneath Blue Glacier studied by Kamb and LaChapelle, whi le Vivian and 
Bocquet suggest, on the basis of crystallographic evidence, that the basal laye r is over 1.5 m 
thick at the Glacier d 'Argentiere and more than 2 m thick under the M er d e Glace and do 
not rule out a maximum thickness approaching IQ m . 

Evidence on the presen ce of a film of water comes from direct observations in tunnels, 
and from changes of water level in bore holes when bedrock has been reached. Possibly 
observations by Kamb and LaChapelle (1964) beneath Blue Glacier are most relevant to 
this paper since, although made beneath on ly 26 m of ice, they illustrate the e ffect of changing 
pressures on a water fi lm. They reported that, when overburden pressure is removed from ice 
in contact with bedrock by excavating the ice above and around it, the basal ice freezes fast 
to the rock. However , when excavated quickly without initial release of overburden pressure, 
the ice came free from the sole and was not frozen to it. Furthermore, excavated blocks of 
basa l ice were freed from the sole by irradiating momentarily with a photoflood lamp. Simple 
calculations indicate that a water fi lm 10 [Lm in thickness r~quires absorption of around 
0.08 cal cm - 2 (3 X 10- 5 J m - 2 ) of latent h eat to freeze the water. This amount of heat could 
be supplied by conduction in about IS s if the p.m.p. of the ice is suddenly raised by o. I DC 
by removal of pressure (see Fig. 4 later) . It therefore appears that time variations of basal 
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pressure can cause freezing of ice to rock if the water film is only a few mic rometres thi ck. In this 
paper , we consider the effects of spatial, as well as time, variations of pressure beneath g la c ie r . 

Although there is no direct observation of the absence of a water fi lm beneath a temperate 
glacier , and it is norma lly present, existing observations do not preclude the possibility that 
it may be absent over a fraction of the basal area of a gla cieL A line of evidence which sugges ts 
indirec tly tha t basa l freezing may occur is the intermittent motion of temperate gla ciers. 
Both Theakstone (1967) and Vivian a nd Bocquet ( 1973 ) have shown that this stick- slip type 
of mo tion occurs in basal ice in the vicinity of the g lacier tunnels they studied . Figure 7 of 
the la tter paper indicates a complete stoppage of sliding for at least one hour on three occasions 
in six days near the separa tion of ice from rock. Both parties found less variation of motion 
well clear of the ice- rock contacts, whi ch suggests that the area over which the stoppage 
occurred is of smaller dim ensions than the tunnel arch- say, of the order of a metre or even of 
decimetres. Such stick- slip behaviour can be understood if the ice- rock interface beneath a 
temperate glacier is be low p.m.p. over a n appreciable area , but is difficult to expla in other
wise. In their laboratory experiments at - 1 1. 75 QC, Barnes and others ( 197 I) noted sti ck- slip 
as the dominant type o f sliding between points Band C (Fig. 1). 

THEO R E TIC AL CONSIDERATIONS 

T he usual approach to studi es of the sliding of gla c iers is to consider that normal pressures 
at the ice- rock interface are the same a s the hydrostati c pressure in the water film , hen ce the 
temperature 8 ca n be found from the Clausius- C lapeyron relationship 8 = p6.vj t:u ~ 
(- 7.4 X 10- 2 deg m 2 MN - I p) where 6.v and 6.s are the changes of volume and entropy 
on melti ng and p is th e h ydros tat ic pressure. 

T he tempera ture fi e ld thus produced in a particular case, such as a sinusoida l shape of 
bedrock, or by cubica l obstacles, is then used to calcu late the thermal conduction through ice 
and rock, and hence d e termine the pe rmissible amount of p ressure melti ng and rcgela ti on in 
the particular model, a nd thus the velocity of sliding due to th is process . In addi tion , effects 
of deformation must be taken in to a ccount, the latter be ing important around the la rger 
obstacles or longer wavelengths. 

Although much can be learned from these calculations, they neg lec t various fac tors. 
Som e of these were r ev iewed by Llibo utry (1968, p . 38 ) a nd may be of importance in relation 
to cold pa tches of bedrock. The first factor is the transport of hea t by movement of ice. 
Llibo utry, by means of an approximate equation, and K amb ( 19 70) by introduc tion of 
approxima tions to a n exa c t solu ti on have both shown that the advection of heat by movem en t 
of ice is a lmost neglig ibl e at low velocities of sliding (up to 20 m a- I) . H owever, the approxi
ma ti ons in both cases break down when velociti es of sliding a re an order of magnitude g reater , 
as is the case for G la cie r d 'Argentiere with an average basal veloc ity of257 m a- I. 

W e show the e ffec t of linear m otio n on temperature distribution in Figure 2 from mOl-e 
prec ise calcu la tions based on equations 4.9 (5, 6) of Carslaw and J aeger ( 1959) . Over r 0 cm 
d:sta nce, the tcmperature d istribution is hard ly a lte red by ice movem ent of 10- 6 m s- I 
(33 m a - I), but at 10- 5 m s- I (330 m a - I) a small effec t is noticed. Over roo cm, however , 
movem ent of 10- 6 m S- I has a small effect on temperature distri bution , wh il e the temperature 
field is clearly dominated by movem ent of 10- 5 m S- I, to the extent that thermal conduc tion 
has li tt le effect on ice temperatures more than 50 cm up-stream of the vvarmer surface. 

I t is cl ear that a t higher velociti es of motion around larger irregulari ties, advection of heat 
should not be neglected , since ficld evidence sugges ts that the regelation process rem a 1l1s 
important over lengths up to 50 cm. 

Observations and analyses of data in Kamb (1970) are of particular interest. For his 
example 3 in table 4 , w here the ice IS sliding at 5 .8 m a - I, he predic ts a regelation layer 
thi ckness of between r .2 and 9.5 mm , which compares with an observed maximum 29 mm 
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Fig. 2. Effect of Linear motion of ice on temperature distribution between two stationary boundaries held at - rOC and o°C. 
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thick , but an average thickness judged to bc about 5 mm. This indicates general agreement of 
theory with observation . However, for his other case, with a sliding velocity of 128 m a - I he 
writes: " In field example 4, a regelation layer 8 to [4 mm thick was observed at the ice sole, 
but the source of this layer was inaccessible" . H e suggests that little weight can be given to 
the predictions in this case- with which we would agree, but n evertheless it would seem that 
the observations themselves are most important. Discussing his table 2, he writes (p. 7[6) : 
" In example 4 , massive amounts of regelation on a scale of about 35 cm were taking place 
around a bedrock obstacle making contac t with the sole over an area of about the same size, 
w hereas around an obstacle p enetrating the ice over an area about 2 meters in diameter, 
extreme plast ic deformation took place on this scale, with local plastic crumpling at wave
lengths down to about 25 cm". 

Although bedrock charac teristics may have differed between Kamb's examples no . 3 
and no . 4, bo th were beneath the Blue Glacier and they show a greater regelation layer thick
ness when the velocity of sliding is much faster. This is the opposite of his theoretical pre
dictions which predict a layer thickness an order of magnitude less for the higher velocity of 
sliding. W e can see from our Figure 2b that the velocity of sliding is such that neglect of 
heat advection is not justified. An order-of-magnitude calculation indicates the possible 
rol e of advection if we assume that the p.m .p . is I deg lower up-stream of the obstacle and that 
this lowered pressure-melting point is effective throughout a layer of [ m in thickness. If, as 
suggested later , this heat is replaced primarily by thermal conduction from the lower surface 
of ice, the amount of heat required to warm the ice to p.m.p. is 50 cal cm- z (2.1 X IO- z J m - Z), 

which is sufficient to freeze a layer 6 mm thick to the base of the ice. W e see later from 
Figure 4b that the time taken for conduction of most of the h eat from a layer 50 cm thick 
would be about 60 h, during which time the ice would have moved 0.75 m. W e should 
need to increase the time and movement by a factor of four to allow for a layer [ m thick , 
but even so, it appears that advection of heat by moving ice, together with som e contribution 
from thermal conduction, could explain the layer thicknesses observed on a semi-quantitative 
basis as well as showing why the regelation layer thickness can increase with sliding velocity. 
We discuss the effect of the 2 m obstacle later . 

Another factor discussed in Lliboutry ( [ 968) is the carriage of h eat by the liquid moving 
from the up-stream to down-stream face, and he shows that it is small. H e also considers the 
freezing of any liquid water content (within the ice) up-stream of an obstacle and its melting 
down-stream as a result of thermal conduction from the ice- rock boundary (Lliboutry, 
1964- 65, Tom. 2, fig. [6 .20.A). However, some n ew thinking appears necessary in regard to 
any free water in ice entering a pressure field due to a bedrock irregularity. 

Harrison ( [972) has discussed many aspects of the interaction between temperature, 
pressure, and impurity content of glacier ice close to p.m .p. , but h e has not d ealt with the 
effects of relatively rapid changes of pressure as ice moves past an irregularity in the bedrock . 
Consider the effect of taking a sample of ice at the pressure-melting point in a perfectly 
insulated box and applying additional hydrostatic pressure. The pressure-melting point will 
be lowered , and either the ice temperature must change to this n ew temperature or the ice 
will be superheated. However, if any free water is present, superheating will not be possible 
since the temperature at any ice- water interface will adjust to the n ew p .m .p . Heat will then 
flow from the interior of any ice crystals and from the interior of any water mass within the ice 
to the interfaces, which will occur mainly at grain boundaries, and cause melting. In other 
words, the temperature of the main mass of ice is lowered by absorbing the excess heat in 
melting the ice, absorption of latent heat being a relatively e fficient process . Thus, for a large 
pressure increase of 13 MPa ( 130 bars), corresponding to a lowering of p.m.p. of I deg, if 
we assume usual values of specific h eat of ice, we will require only 0.6 % of the volume of ice 
to melt. The problem is more complex if shear stresses are present (see Nye and Mae, [972 ) 
but this is unlikely to modify the general picture . 
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When we apply the above considerations to basal ice in a glacier we reach the opposite 
conclusion from that shown by Lliboutry. Where the ice movement brings ice under in
creasing pressure with time, that is up-stream of any bedrock protuberance, we expect some 
additional melting to occur. Down-stream of the obstacle we expect freezing as the ambient 
pressure decreases for any parcel of ice. 

A further effect is likely in that, up-stream of the obstacle, the water in any veins or tubes 
along triple junctions of crystals will probably be squeezed out of the ice and flow towards 
any subglacial water film at lower pressure. However, this process is not likely to be reversible, 
since the tubes will collapse under high pressure if water is squeezed out, as observed by 
Carol ( 1947). Unless there is still some free water in the ice that can release latent heat by 
freezing when pressure is released, the ice will remain at the temperature of the colder p.m.p. 
until the ice mass can warm up again by thermal conduction and heating due to internal 
friction. This would explain Carol's further observation of "rigid" ice in the lee of an obstacle. 

The above process amounts to a simple heat pump: ice is cooled by excess pressure and 
the latent heat removed by squeezing out the resultant m elt water. This is the inverse of the 
warming offirn layers by percolation of m elt water. The effect will be associated just as much 
with large irregularities of the glacier bed as with small ones. It is the magnitude of the 
pressure change in the ice and not thermal conduction that will determine the amount of 
melting per unit volume. The volume of ice affected may be much greater than that involved 
in the simple pressure-meltingjthermal-conduction regelation process. This in turn further 
emphasizes that the advection and conduction processes in moving ice may be more important 
than thermal conduction through bedrock. 

An adequate theory to account quantitatively for the suggested "heat pump" effect would 
be more complex than the present already complicated regelation- deformation theories. 
In addition to covering the same phenomena it should also take account of changing flow 
properties of ice, in the presence of pressure-melting phenomena. Drainage of water could 
be d ealt with in terms of the hydrology of the intergranular veins in a temperate glacier 
discussed in Shreve ( 1972) and Nye and Frank ( 1973) ' Figures in the latter paper for drainage 
under gravity suggest that water could be squeezed out very readily by pressure gradients of 
the magnitude that one would expect around bedrock irregularities. A full theory would also 
take into account changed flow properties in any zone cooled below the p.m.p. 

In the absence of an adequate quantitative theory, we can turn to field observations to 
estimate the extent of any "heat pump" effect. I have already suggested (p. 186) that appre
ciable internal melting takes place throughout the basal layer or "sole" of a glacier. The 
pumping process would also help to explain the relatively bubble-free nature of the sole, since 
air bubbles would tend to be expelled along with the water being squeezed out of the capil
laries. Field observations indicate that the thickness of the "sole" of a glacier is usually 
about one metre, with variations from 30 cm to 2 m being common, and even greater thick
nesses being possible . Our discussions of ice temperatures around subglacial cavities indicated 
that temperatures around I deg below p .m. p . were present. Thus we can suggest that the 
heat pump effect will suffice to chill a basal layer up to a metre or two in thickness by an 
amount of the order of I deg. W e have used these rough figures already in estimating the 
amount of basal regelation ice that can be formed due to advection of h eat, and found rough 
agreement with observations. 

There seems no reason to doubt that these processes can take place under considerable 
thicknesses of ice, and that production of cold ice could eliminate a thin film of melt water 
that would otherwise be present. The processes discussed act in addition to the effects of heat 
conduction discussed by Lliboutry, and the heat pump effects are likely to be dominant, 
especially in regard to larger irregularities of the glacier bed. 

W e now consider the distance along a flow-line that may remain below p.m.p. down
stream of an obstruction that produced ice at a temperature eb below the p.m.p. (em ). W e 
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take the m ean basal shear stress over the cold area as f, the velocity of movement as v and the 
length across a given area a s D. The movem ent may be considered as sliding at the base, 
or strong shear concentrated over a height less than D . The total frictional energy produced 
over distance D will be f vD. As long as this is less than the energy transported by heat flow, 
K( Bm - Bb) H ID , the basal ice wi ll be below p.m. p. H is the effective area (height by unit 
width) from which heat flows. The approximate width of the cold area Dc is then given by 

K (Bm - Bb )H D 2 - -'----'--
C - f V ' 

or if we consider H :=::; D c, which is a rough approximation as long as the thickness of the cold 
layer is less than D c, we have 

However, if the calculated D c > H, we put D c = H = 2.5 m in Table I below, since this is 
an approximate upper limit to the thickness of the sole of many glaciers. 

T A BLE I. E STIM ATE D WIDT H ( ME TRES) OF COLD P A T CHES ON 

GLACIE R BED F O R IGE ENTER ING P AT CH AT ONE D EGREE CELSIUS 

BE LOW P .M.P . (Bm- Bb) FOR DIFFE RENT VELOCIT IES O F SLIDI NG 

AN D MEAN SII EA R STRESSES 

i /MPa 0. 1 0 . 2 

2 . 1 

1.0 

0 .2 

2. 1 

2 .0 

0 .1 

1.1 

Table I should be taken as indicating only the order of m agnitude of the size of cold patches 
for severa l r easons. Field evidence suggests th at (Bm - Bb) is often around 1 deg, bu t i t should 
be larger for fas ter-moving glaciers. The fi gures do not ta ke into account ad vection of heat by 
moving ice, hence values of D c for a veloci ty of 10- 5 m S- I wi ll be underestimates. Further
more, the ca lcula tions are based on a two-dimensional m od el, bu t heat flow in the third 
dimension w ill increase th e value of D c, esp ecia lly in the casc of smaller values. From our 
earlier discuss ion of the fri c lion of ice on cold surfaces, we exp ect lha t the appropriate value 
of f will be considerably a bove the mean basa l shear stress, w ith 0.2 to 1.0 MPa (2 to 10 ba rs) 
as a likely ra nge. These a re not the same as the high stress concen trations producing the cold 
ice up-stream of the cold patch. 

Our gen eral conclusion from Table I is that cold patches are likely to range in size from 
tens of centimetres to a couple of metres across, which agrees with suggestions based on 
earli er fi eld evidence. I t is a lso consistent with further evidence described in Kamb (1970) 
for his example (4) already m entioned on p. 189. H e describes strong deformation but makes 
no mention of any regelation ice down-stream of a 2 m obsta cle, whereas massive amounts of 
regelation were present with an obstacle of 35 cm. The ice movement of 128 m a- I means 
that regelation would be due primarily to advection of hea t, especially for the larger obstacle, 
but we would expect regelation to cease once the ice has been reheated over the distances D c. 
Thus observations by Kamb appear consistent with T a ble 1. 

C OLD PATCHES DUE TO THERMAL CONDUCTION 

In addition to cold basal areas caused by streaming of colder ice, we must a lso consider 
whether cold patches could result from therma l conduction through bedrock around areas of 
stress concentration. Such areas need no t be oriented in the flow direction. An example of 
this effec t is shown in Figure 3, redrawn from a photograph shown as figure 3 of Kamb and 
LaChapeUe ( 1964). The cross-section in this case is taken a long a flow-line. 

7 
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Fig. 3. H eat .flux at ice- rock boundary for profile along flow-line shown in figure 3 of Kamb and LaChapelle ([964). This 
assumes that ice motion throughout is parallel to the dashed line indicating the approximate upper limit of regelation ice, 
so that heat .flux ~s corresponding to pressure melting On the up-stream face and regelation down-stream of the high point of 
rock can be calculated from the angle between the ice motion alld rock surface at any point. Numerical values if .flux are 
proportional to length of the arrow, the scale being given by the sample arrow fo r heat .flux o. [ W m- 2 • A hea t .flux towards 
the ice- rock interface indicates melting and vice versa . 

We have calculated th e heat fluxes on the assumption that basal melting or freezing is 
proportional to v sin e at any point, e being the angle between the direction of ice motion 
and the slope of bedrock. The direction of ice motion is regarded as constant throughout thf' 
zone considered, as Kamb and LaChapelle observed no shear and the upper boundary 01 

regelation ice (dashed line) on the left is straight. The sign convention for e in terms of mel ting 
(inflow of heat) or freez ing is obvious. We see that up-stream (right) of the rock crest, we have 
two outer zones where th e heat flux associated with pressure melting should be substantially 
greater than in the a rea be tween. In these circumstances, it is difficult to see how the central 
section could be warmed by circulating m elt water. It seems more likely that the central 
section will remain frozen due to conduction from adjacent colder patches, although these 
patches are at p.m.p. T he scale of these features is such that thermal conduction rather than 
advection of heat will govern the basal temperatures. This case provides a fi eld example of the 
problem s discussed in Nye (1973) in relation to som e paradoxes met in regelation theory, 
although he approaches the problem from a theoretical and laboratory point of view. 

TIME VARIATION OF BASAL WATER PRESSURE 

It has been well established by Mathews ( 1964), and others, that the hydrostatic pressure 
in the basal film of water can vary considerably and rapidly as the result of variations of water 
supply to the bed of the glacier. Field observations (Theakstone, 1967) have shown that there 
is a close relationship between basal water supply and the velocity of sliding. G eneral theories 
describing water at the base ofa glacier by Lliboutry ( 1964- 65, Ch. 16), W eertman (1972) , 
and others, indicate that over much of the basal area, the pressure in the water layer is lower 
than the ice overburden pressure. However , the total weigh t of ice over a large area must be 
in balance with the m ean vertical load on bedrock. According to Weertman ( 1972) the 
thickness of the water sh eets is not uniform, but squeezes to negligible values at high pressure 
zones where the ice moves over irregularities in the bed . According to this paper, high
pressure loading of the bed will take place both on cold patches of area Ac and on zones 
with high-pressure water films of area A H . Then if considerable changes in basal water 
pressures take place under the major area AL of a glacier where a low-pressure water film is 
present, the proportion of the load supported by high-pressure zones and cold patches will 
change. 
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W e have little information on which to estimate the ratio of the areas AL/(Ac+ AH)' 
W eertman (1957) with a simi lar problem took a ratio of ob tacle area to low-friction area of 
16 : I. When many holes have been dri lled to the base of temperate g la ciers, as reported in 
Hodge ( 1976), one may get a statistical idea of the ratio. When such a hole reaches an area 
where the basal water film is at low pressure, the water level drops rapid ly (p. 207). However, 
if the hole reaches bedrock at an area that is either frozen (Ac) or at high pressure (AH), the 
water level will not change appreciably in the hole either because of lack of basal water, or 
because the volume supply of water from a high-pressure film only micrometres thi ck wi ll not 
be sufficient to cause an appreciable rise of water level, although it will prevent a drop un til 
thc ice slides clear of the high-pressure area. In the absence of enough data, we suggest that 
the order of magnitude of the low to high pressure areas, AL/( Ac+ AH) ~ 1011. In this case 
a rise in the general basal pressure of, say, 1.3 MPa (13 bar) wi ll cause a fall in basal press ure 
over areas (Ac+ AH) of 13 MPa (130 bar) which can then increase in temperature by I d eg 
to attain equilibrium with the new basal pressures. However, this wi ll take time, which will 
d epend on the areas and volumes of ice and rock at low temperatures that must be warmed up 
by conduction and internal fri ction. The initial effect, if basal water pressures rise ra pidly, 
wi ll be to freeze any water film at the ice- rock contact over areas A H , and increase fri ction 
over any areas Ac as the difI'erence b e tween the pressure-melting point and actual tempera
ture increases. Kamb and LaChapelle have shown that this basal freezing takes place when 
mean loads fall by relatively small amounts during excavation of tunnels, so, with a mechanism 
that can change pressures by [3 MPa (130 bar), there is li ttle doubt that this mechani m 
must b e of importance. The first effec t of such freezing of ice to bedrock over high-pressure 
and cold zones wi ll be to slow down or stop the sliding of ice over such areas. However , any 
such stoppage over local areas wil l com e under additional stress due to movem ent of surro und
ing ice over areas underlain by a water fi lm. Internal stresses around cold areas will then 
build up, apparently until they are high enough to induce melting under stress or until 
frac ture of ice near the bedrock relieves the stress. The a bove processes present a likely 
explanation for intermittent movem ent of temperate g laciers due to large-scale sti ck- slip 
effects resulting from variations of basal water pressures and ice temperatures with time. 
Some idea of the time scale for the rel evant heat conduction processes can be gained from the 
time n ecessary to warm up slabs of thicknesses of o. I m and 1.0 m (Carslaw and Jaeger, 
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Fig. 4. Temperatllre distribution in a slab DJ ice of half width (a) 5 C111, and (b) 50 CIII , at variuus times after the boundary 
temperatllre has been changedfrolll - J to o°C. There is 110 hea t flux at zero distallce, the centre DJ the slab. 
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1959, p. 98). In this case we must think of the slab as a vertical section through ice and rock. 
We see that for a 10 cm thickness (half slab 5 cm), approximately half the heat necessary for 
warming penetrates the slab in about 6 min, whereas for 0.5 m thickness this will take about 
3 h, and for 1.0 m about 12 h. However, in 3 h , ice surrounding a cold stationary patch will 
have moved forward by 12 cm beneath the Glacier d 'Argentiere, or by I cm beneath 0ster
dalsisen. It appears likely that stress effects and internal fri ction will be more effective at 
warming larger areas under faster-moving glaciers than will thermal conduction. We can 
conclude from Figure 4, however, that sticking areas must be of a minimum width of at least 
0.1 m, but may be considerably larger. 

One prediction that follows from the above model is that irregular stick-slip motion of a 
glacier is most likely to occur at times when subglacial water pressures are rising most rapidly. 
The reverse effect due to rapid falls of general basal water pressure are unlikely to cause much 
stick-slip motion due to increased basal melting over high pressure zones, although friction 
over cold areas should decrease. During winter months when basal water pressures are likely 
to remain steady, we would exp ect a relative absence of stick- slip phenomena and a steady 
rate of sliding. 

EROSION 

In addition to showing how rapidly the fri ction between ice and a flat surface of granite 
rises with fall of temperature below the p.m.p. , Barnes and others (1971 ) have shown by 
indentation tests that the hardness of ice can change by a factor of two or three for a tempera
ture change of a few tenths of a d egree through the pressure-melting point. The main conse
quence of the present paper is to show that we may expect maximum erosion by grinding to 
take place on our cold patches- which we see will tend to b e on the flatter tops of features 
such as roches moutonnees, rather than on the up-stream faces where pressure-melting takes 
place. The latter areas may however be eroded during intermittent freezing caused by changes 
of basal water pressure. Another consequence of intermittent basal freezing in some areas 
could be considerable changes in basal shear stresses. Suggested magnitudes of such changes 
could possibly be around 1.0 MPa ( 10 bars), and over areas of say 103 cm2 this would imply 
a " plucking" force that could vary quite rapidly by some 105 N ( 10 tons weight) over an 
area of 32 cm X 32 cm. 

Thus, several well established features of erosion by temperate glaciers are explained when 
changes of pressure in the ice mass with time and with position are interpreted in terms of 
changes of the pressure-melting point within the ice. 

CONCLUSION 

The question in the title of this paper has been answered at some length due to the 
complex interactions between pressure, temperature, and motion of ice in a temperate 
glacier. Although the major part ofa temperate glacier must be underlain by a film of water, 
a strong case has been made for the existence of patches of the order of 0.1 to I m in extent, 
over which temperatures may be below the pressure-melting point. Intermittent occurrence 
of such patches of the same, or larger, area must also take place under glaciers where the 
pressure in the main volume of the basal water layer varies rapidly with time. 
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DISCUSSION 

VV. D. HARRISON : I believe you stated that part of the reason for h ea t pumping was that 
water once squeezed ou t could not be introduced agai n because of collapse of veins or other 
channels. It does not seem necessary to reintroduce th e water to keep the ice warm. If the 
water refreezes on the d own-stream side of the pump, in the conventional fashion, conduction 
o[ h ea t from that source can perhaps replace the water in the ice. 

G. DE Q . ROBIN: Certainl y this will occur. However, the heat pump mechanism could take 
))lace through the entire ice mass affected by the local pressure disturbances. T he volume so 
affected is likely to be much more than the volume affected by thermal conduction in the ice 
Jilass. For small-scale effects, millimetres or centimetres in size, thermal conductivi ties may 
be more important, but [or decime tres and up to a metre or more, the heat pump action is 
likely to be much more effective in cooling the ice, th an is conductivi ty in rewarming i t. 

L. LLIBOUTRY: When there is no rock- ice separation (only a water film I [Lm thick), the 
convection of cold by moving ice has been shown by Nye to be negligible. Your effect should 
exist for high sliding velocities, when large cavities (no longer " films" ) appear at the lee of 
the obstacles. In this case most of the cold ice is at the roof o[ the cavity, not in contact with 
the bedrock. 
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I have given another plausible explanation of a stick- slip movement. When there is no 
sliding, obstacles enter into the ice. The fri ction must then increase very much in order that 
cavities can form. When cavities are formed, the fri ction drops. 

ROBIN: I would not agree with your interpretation of Nye's calculations. In the first place, 
separation takes place only in the lee of obstacles, whereas my remarks apply to h eat transport 
at all points. Such points include the top of obstacles where bottom slopes may still prevent 
separation. 

Certainly the effects of cavitation must be considered. I agree that they provide another 
possible explanation of stick- slip motion. We now need observations to see if either of the two 
m echanisms provides a satisfactory explanation. 

W. F. BUDD : As a general comment we have now commenced sliding experiments which 
indicate the Barnes and others ( 197 I) curves to b e strongly dependent on the surface rough
ness . As a resu lt, for rougher ice, it may not be n ecessary to have the temperature as low as 
- 0.5 QC to have drops in effective coefficients of friction at the appropriate velocity. Also, 
other parameters which seem to be important include: the debris in the ice, the washing away 
of the debris by the melt water and the cooling of the ice by the escape of the melt wat~r 
instead of refreezing. 

ROBIN: I welcome these studies as we need much more information on these processes. 
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